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Abstract
The paper studies business value indicator as a main criterion of corporation management, reflecting
stockholders’ interests in their investment profitability increase.
The model of corporation valuation model is represented based on income approach and economic value added
(EVA) calculation methods as a sum of predicted values of EVA generated by the corporation discounted to the
current period of time. The indicator of economic value added (EVA) was selected as a basic one since it
includes factors (NOPAT, WACC, IC) necessary for corporation value management based on process approach.
Four levels of variables influencing evaluation outcome are distinguished by means of corporation valuation
model factors decomposition.
Economic and mathematical models of individual factors impact assessment on corporation cost value are
developed based on the method of model differentiation by distinguished factors, that allows defining degree of
impact of each factor on the resulting indicator.
The paper suggests the mechanism of distinguishing key factors of nonpublic corporation value including the
algorithm of factors ranging. Such mechanism is of prime importance to corporation management since it allows
distinguishing factors having the greater influence on its value, therefore, requiring for more concentrated
management activities (planning, control, etc.).
Keywords: corporation value, income approach, residual income, Economic Value Added (EVA), evaluation
model of degree of corporation value factor impact, value key factors, mechanism of distinguishing value key
factors
1. Introduction
Corporation value is one of main invested assets efficiency criteria for corporation’s shareholders. This indicator
forms corporation stock value (equity share), therefore, directly influences shareholders’ income. That’s why
nowadays corporation value-based management is an important task of management that defines relevance of the
research.
Value-based management of a nonpublic corporation, i.e. its shares aren’t quoted on stock exchange, isn’t subject
to direct influence of short-term speculative trends of capital market. Management fundamental factors, such as
invested capital value, capital sources value, operational profit value, tax take rate on corporate income, etc. have
great impact on such corporation value. In such a way, valuation model of nonpublic corporation value should
take into account these factors. In their turn, these factors are also management efficiency criteria for
corporation’s individual processes. In this case the model allows applying process approach to corporation
management and defining required measurable values of management efficiency criteria.
Thus, the paper solves the problem of developing evaluation model of nonpublic corporation value for the
purpose of applying process approach to value-based management, and also defining quantitative values of
criteria of individual processes coordinated management for the purpose of corporation value maximization.
The need in this research, which is of methodological nature, is conditioned by the absence of developments of
nonpublic corporation value factors impact estimation. The best part of researches (for example, Grant (2003),
Investor Opinion Survey (2012)) concerned with factors influencing business value put an emphasis on statistic
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methods, which imply statistical sampling for detecting factor having greater influence. There are no such data
for nonpublic corporations, therefore, this methodology is inapplicable. Moreover, statistical methods allow
detecting trends, but since they rely on historical records, they reflect the past, and it’s not enough to define the
future in corporation development for the purpose of its value maximization.
For the purpose of factors ranging by the degree of their influence on business value the paper presents the
author’s mechanism of distinguishing key factors of nonpublic corporation value based on the differentiation of
relative and absolute factors. Such mechanism is important to distinguish factors of greater influence for the
purpose of corporation management actions concentration (planning, monitoring, motivation, etc.).
EVA indicators belonging to the indicator group of residual value (along with ReOI, RE) is selected as a basic
one, since it subsequently allows decomposing factors characterizing corporation individual processes.
Thus, the following objective of the research is stated—to decompose corporation cost value on separate factors,
to develop evaluation models of each factor influence on final value and mechanisms of distinguishing key
factors that will allow providing corporation management with tools to manage value. Since nonpublic
corporations have no statistic data on previous value, differentiation methods to evaluate the corporation value
sensitivity to factors’ change are used in the work.
The issues of business evaluation theory and practice, company strategic management found extensive use in
works of Russian and foreign scientists. Approaches and business valuation methods are considered in detail in
the works of Brealey and Myers (2010), where the methodology of income approach use in business valuation is
represented. Besides the methods of business valuation using income and comparative approaches there are
valuation peculiarities of companies from developing countries, startups, financial corporations in Damodaran’s
monographs (2014).
This research is relied on the results of works concerned with Value Based Management concept of such authors
as Copeland (2008), where EVA is used as a basic indicator when valuating and managing corporation value;
Edwards E., Bell P., who developed the concept of the model of residual income as a main indicator in business
valuation (Edwards & Bell, 1961). In Fama’s and French’s work the valuation procedure of corporation required
return is described in detail based on three-factor model developing the concept of CAPM (Fama & French,
2012). In their turn, Barontini’s, Caprio’s works include the assessment methods of separate factors influence on
the result value of corporation cost based on the methods of statistical analysis (Barontini & Caprio, 2005).
Authors’ works made an invaluable contribution to development of value theories and defined the role of value
approach as a natural factor of the evolutionary processes in economic science. Above-mentioned authors
developed new approaches to company evaluation, distinguishing criteria of strategic decisions making, project
efficiency estimation, uncertainty analysis and accounting in forecasting.
2. Methods
2.1 Valuation Methodology of Corporation Value in Russian and International Practice of Valuation Activities.
Valuation Features of Nonpublic Corporation Value
In Russian practice of valuation activity for business value calculation in valuation activity regulated by Federal
law as of 29.07.1998 N 135-ФЗ (as amended of 12.03.2014) “On valuation activity in the Russian Federation”
three main approaches are used: income approach, comparative approach, and cost approach for business value
calculation described in FVS No. 2 in accordance with requirements for valuation report. Given this, it is income
approach representing “a complex of valuation methods of valuation object, which are based on determining
expected incomes from using the valuation object” most accurately reflects business management
essence—capability of business future financial results increase.
In international valuation standards income and comparative approaches are main approaches, while cost
approach evaluates a corporation as a set of assets that doesn’t reflect business capability to generate profits from
using this asset complex. For a non-public corporation the use of comparative approach can be considerably
impeded by the search for companies-analogues with known market value. That’s why income approach is a
main approach to nonpublic corporation valuation. It assumes that corporation value is equal to the sum of future
incomes, which corporation-invested capital reduced to current time can generate. This approach is also the most
important when valuating for the purpose of value-based management since it reflects the ability of management
to maximize corporation incomes using the current bundle of assets and taking necessary strategic and tactical
management activities.
That’s why income approach is a main one in the context of corporation value-based management conception.
Many indicators are developed as a basic indicator discounted within the framework of income approach in
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international practice of valuation and value management. Each of them has its advantages.
Specific problem of selection of a basic indicator of company value-based management conception is based on
diversity of such indicators.
Situation in this segment of consulting market was accurately defined by the title of a classical article in СFO
Magazinе (1997)—Measure for measure. It should be noted that over the last years from the date of this paper
the situation has become exacerbated.
All the range of indicators is represented in the most systematized way in Volkov’s work (2005). The author set
indicators in Figure 1 based on selected valuation basis.

VBM-indicators
Valuation basis
Combined valuation basis
(balance value +
+ money flow)

Book (balance)
value

Money valuation
basis
(money flow)

Market valuation
basis (market
outcome)

RI
Capital

Operational

approach

approach

CFROI
RIMV

NEI
RE; EP

M

ReOI; EP

C

TSR/TBR

EVA®
SVA

MVA
Group 1

CVA
Group 2

Group 3

Designations:
RI—residual income;
RE—residual earnings in EBOP (Edwards, Bell, Ohlson & Penman) model variant;
EPM—economic profit in Marakon Associates variant;
ReOI—residual operating income by S. Penman;
EPC—economic profit in McKinsey & Co. variant;
EVA®—economic value added in Stern Stewart & Co. registered variant;
MVA—market value added in various variants;
CFROI—cash flow return on investment in Boston Consulting Group and HOLT Value Associates variant;
RIMV—residual income based on market values;
NEI—net economic income;

Figure 1. Set of base indicators of VBM concept
For the purpose of Value Based Management indicators classification, accounting indicators of profit and
invested capital, money flows, external indicators are used as a criterion, i.e. directly market, performance
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appraisals, dividing indicators under consideration into three groups
• Group 1—performance indicators based on accounting (balance valuations) and indicators;
• Group 2—performance indicators based on money flows;
• Group 3—performance indicators directly based on market appraisals.
In case of such rough classification criterion intermediate options are possible when in results indicator some
combination of monetary and accounting evaluation bases takes place. Economic Value Added (EVA) is one of
such indicators.
Economic Value Added (EVA) is a modification of residual operational profit indicator in which both net
operational effects and invested capital sum (and expenditures for invested capital, correspondingly) are
corrected on so-called capital equivalents. This indicator is developed and promoted by Stern Stewart & Co.
company, primarily, in Stewart’s (Stewart, 1999) and Grant’s works (Grant, 2003).
The notion of capital equivalents is a key one to understand differences between residual operational profit in the
classic and EVA variants. Capital equivalents are addition of balance value of organization’s net assets, which are
designed to “restore” net assets value to their actual money value determined by monetary payment related to
these assets inflow. EVA calculation method allows a researcher to base on process approach concept in
corporation management and correspondingly development of the system of management indicators, which
forms the model of corporation value as a management efficiency criterion.
Thus, the indicator of economic value added that combines both monetary and accounting assessment bases is
selected as a basic one to solve the problems of corporation value-based management factors modeling.
2.2 Methodology of Nonpublic Corporation Valuation Using Income Approach in the Context of Value Based
Management Concept
In the context of value based management concept stated in the works of Copeland, Koller and Murrin (2008),
Kharisova (2011), Economic Value Added (EVA) is a main indicator measuring “employed capital value and
absolute monetary increment of shareholders’ wealth”, i.e. measuring the business value growth.
The model of residual income discounting suggests that “Equity Fundamental Value” (Equity Fundamental
Value—VE) is defined by Book Equity Value at the moment of valuation (Equity Book Value—EBV) and
discounted flow of residual income (RI)” (Volkov, 2005).
Then the basic model of corporation valuation using income approach is the following:

,

(1)

where k—required rate of profitability to capital invested in business;
j—period sequence number.
If economic value added is selected as a residual value indicator, the model of business evaluation based on
income approach using EVA is expressed in the following formula:

,
where

(2)

—business economic value added value over the j-th period;
—balance value of capital invested in business over the zero period (i.e. as of valuation date).

The model of business valuation represented by the formula (2) allows calculating business value as a sum of
expected future generated residual values aggregated with current balance value of liabilities (invested capital),
i.e. reflects current business market value as a complex of enterprise’s equity capital and debt capital or assets. It
should be noted that in order to valuate business equity capital value it’s necessary to deduct invested in
enterprise debt capital corrected value from business value computed according to the formula (2).
To valuate business total the entire calculation period designated by an infinity sign in the formula (2) is divided
into forecast and post-forecast intervals as it shown in Fig. 2 (Esipov & Makhovikova, 2012).
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Figure 2. Forecast and post-forecast periods
in corporation valuation
Then business value is calculated in the following way:
,
Where

(3)

—business value in forecast period;
—business value in post-forecast period.

In developing countries, i.a. Russia, forecast period of business development, as a rule, makes up 3-5 years
(Gryaznova, 2009). In the framework of this period enterprise activity is forecasted for each separate year, i.e.
the model is the following for 3-years forecast period:

,

(4)

The following methods are used for business valuation in post-forecast period (Gryaznova, 2009).
1) Calculation method by disposal value. It’s used in case company’s bankruptcy is expected in post-forecast
followed by existing assets sale.
2) Calculation method by net asset value (Bukharin & Ozerov, 2011). This method can be used for stable
business, the main feature of which is considerable tangible assets.
3) Method of probable sale involving money flow translation into value indicators by means of special
coefficients derived from the analysis of retrospective data on compared companies’ sales. Since there is no
practice of sales of companies or it’s sparse, application of this method for defining final value is quite
problematic.
4) According to the Gordon Growth Model, money flow of post-forecast period is capitalized in value indicators
by means of capitalization coefficient calculated as a difference between discount rate and long-term rates of
growth. In the absence of rates of growth capitalization coefficient will be equal to discount rate. Gordon’s rate is
based on regular income acquisition forecast in the residual period and assumes that rates of wear and capital
investments are the same.
In this paper we use the Gordon Growth Model to valuate business in post-forecast period based on the principle
of going concern stated in Stepanov’s work (Stepanov, 2008), namely, financial estimates and “financial
statements are usually carried out based on the assumption that a company won’t dissolve in the foreseeable
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future” (Conceptual framework of financial statements, article 4.1, 2010)
The business value in post-forecast period is calculated according the following formula:
,

(5)

where g—forecasting rate of growth of enterprise’s economic value added in post-forecast period.
In general the business valuation model subject to the formulas (3)—(5) is the following:
,

(6)

Using this model of business valuation we derive business value as a sum of future business economic values
added reduced to the current period. In other words, enterprise’s future income is a main factor forming value
that confirms the objective of any enterprise’s operation—generation of incomes for shareholders (owners)
(Klimova, 2010).
2.3 Derivation of Corporation Valuation Model Factors Tree Using Decomposition Method
Distinguishing value key factors is an especially important stage of business value formation and management.
Derivation of corporation valuation model factors tree is carried out using decomposition method, i.e. based on
the model individual indicators calculation methods, distinguishing factors influencing business final value is
carried out.
Factors of the 1st order are the model indicators (6), namely: balance value of capital invested in business in the
zero period (

, economic value added (

) in the first, second, third years of forecast period,

discount rate (r) and business growth rate in post-forecast period (g).
To distinguish factors of the second order the evaluation model of economic value added indicator:
,
Where

(7)

—net operational income in the j-th period;
—value of capital invested in business in the j-th period;
—weighted average cost of capital in the j-th period.

Then factors of the 2nd order influencing business value are factors of the model (7).
To detect factors of the 3rd order let’s present the evaluation model of EBIT indicator:
(8)
Where

—Earnings Before Interest and Tax in the j-th period;
T—profit tax rate.

The following formula is used to compute weighted average cost of capital (WACC):

1

(9)

where E—equity capital;
D—debt capital;
RЕ—required profitability of equity capital;
RD—required profitability of debt capital;
Т—profit tax rate.
Thus, factors of the third order (RЕ) and debt (RD) capitals.
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EBIT is computed according to the following formula:
,
Where

(10)

—enterprise’s net sales in the j-th period;
—enterprise’s variable charges in the j-th period;
—enterprise’s fixed expenses in the j-th period.

Consequently, factors of the fourth order influencing business value are enterprise’s net sales in the j-th period
(

, enterprise’s variable charges in j-th period (

(

, and enterprise’s fixed charges in j-th period

.

For the valuation model of business value based on income approach with the use of economic value added,
reflected in the model (6), hierarchy of business value factors is shown in Fig. 3.

Company value
Factors of the 1st order

Invested capital

Discount rate

Economic value
addedEVA

EVA year

Growth rate
g

Factors of the 2nd order
Net operating profit after-tax

Weighted average cost of capital

Invested capital

Factors of the 3rd order
Earnings Before
Interest and Tax EBIT

Profit tax rate
T

Equity capital
Value Ks

Debt capital value
Kd

Equity capital
S

Debt capital
D

Factors of the 4th order
Net sales N

Direct

Fixed

Figure 3. Hierarchy of business value factors
Within the framework of the research the evaluation models of degree of the 1st order factors’ influence on
business value and mechanism of distinguishing key factors of corporation values are developed.
3. Results
3.1 Development of Economic and Mathematical Models of Evaluation of Degree of Value Factors Impact
To estimate business value sensitivity to value factors differentiation of the model of evaluation (6) by each of
factors was carried out.
3.2 Economic and Mathematical Models of Evaluation of Business Value Sensitivity to the Factors of the 1st
Order
Application of model differentiation method by the factors of the 1st order allowed obtaining the following
results with their interpretation description.
The evaluation model of the “balance value of capital invested in business in the zero period” value indicator
influence degree (
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=1

(11)

In other words, when increasing (decreasing) the value of capital invested in business in the zero period by a unit,
business value also increases (decreases) by a unit. This factor has direct linear influence on business value. I.e.
it’s necessary and enough to increase invested capital value in order to increase business value. At the same time
this factor use for the purpose of value management without corresponding increase in residual income
indicators negatively influences business efficiency, since it decreases the indicators values of return on equity
(ROE), Return on Total Assets (ROA), Cash Flow Return On Investment (CFROI) and others.
The evaluation model of economic value added factor influence degree during the 1st year (
following:

) is the

.

(12)
st

i.e. when increasing (decreasing) the value of economic value added in the 1 year by a unit, business value
increases (decreases) by a unit. Influence of the factor is considered direct, i.e. the growth of economic value
added in the 1st year of forecast period leads to business value increase.
The evaluation model of economic value added factor influence degree during the 2nd year (
following:

) is the

.

(13)
nd

In other words, when increasing (decreasing) the value of economic value added in the 2 year by a unit,
business value increases (decreases) by a unit. Similarly to the previous indicator the model (13) demonstrates
direct influence of the factor.
The evaluation model of economic value added factor influence degree during the 3rd year (EVA3) is the
following:
.

(14)

In other words, when increasing (decreasing) the value of economic value added in the 3rd year by a unit,
business value increases (decreases) by a unit. This indicator directly influences business value.
Total influence of the factors of economic value added is the following:
.
The evaluation model of discount rate influence degree (

(15)

) is the following:

(16)
In other words, when increasing (decreasing) the value of discount rate by 1%, business value increases
(decreases) by value expressed in the formula (16). It’s seen that increase in discount rate that also reflects
required profitability of business leads to business value decrease.
The evaluation model of economic value added growth rate influence degree in post-forecast period (
following:
Е

) is the

(17)

In other words, when increasing (decreasing) rate of growth by 1%, business value increases (decreases) by
value expressed in the formula (17). This factor directly influences business value, i.e. increase in rate of growth
in post-forecast period leads to business value growth.
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The models represented in the formulas (11)—(17) allow calculating the degree of impact of each factor of
business value of the formula (6).
Findings of influence models of absolute factors of the 1st order are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Evaluation models of degree of absolute factors impact
Value factor

Designation

Model of evaluation

Balance value of invested capital
in the zero (current) period

=1

st

Economic value added in the 1
year

Economic value added in the 2nd
year
Economic value added in the 3rd
year

Similarly, value factors represented in the form of relative (expressed as a percentage) indicators, are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Evaluation models of degree of relative factors impact
Value factor

Designation

Discount rate

Rate

of

r

economic

value added growth
in

Model of evaluation

post-forecast

g

period
The following model is developed for comparative analysis of the degree of each factor impact:
,
where

(18)

—influence value of the i-th factor of business value calculated using the models (11)—(17);
I—the number of examined factors;
—share of influence of the i-th factor in the aggregate amount of factors.

Thus, the formula (14) is a model of each factor influence share calculation in the aggregate amount of factors.
3.3 Mechanism of Distinguishing Key Factors of Corporation Value
For the purpose of corporation value management the mechanism of distinguishing key factors of corporation
value is developed and its implementation mechanism is described. Key factors are factors, the change of which
causes most positive or negative influence on corporation final value. Above all things, the mechanism is
focused on factors ranging. Corporation management needs it to concentrate management actions (planning,
monitoring, motivation, etc.) when manage its value.
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The mechanism of distinguishing value key factors is shown in Figure 4.

1.

Calculation of degree of each
factor influence on business value

2. Factors division into absolute and
relative ones

3. Calculation of influence share
of
each absolute factor in the aggregate

3’. Calculation of influence share
of
each relative factor in the aggregate

amount of absolute factors

amount of relative factors

4. Ranging absolute factors by

4’. Ranging relative factors by

influence share value

influence share value

5. Distinguishing absolute key factors

5’. Distinguishing relative key factors

of value (

of value (

6. Making a list of key factors of
business value
Figure 4. Mechanism of distinguishing key factors of business value
When implementing the mechanism at the first stage it’s necessary to conduct computation of influence of each
factor influencing business value. Valuation is based on the method of differentiation, i.e. the evaluation model
is examined for each x factor.
The economic and mathematical models given in the formulas (11)—(17) are used to evaluate influence of
factors of the 1st order, such as balance value of capital invested in business in the zero (current) period, value of
economic value added in forecast period, discount rate, business rate of growth in post-forecast period.
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At the second stage it’s necessary to divide factors into absolute ones, i.e. expressed in monetary units, and
relative, i.e. expressed as a percentage, shares. When implementing the mechanism it’s unacceptable to compare
absolute and relative factors since they use different measurement units.
At the third stage the indicator
is calculated for each absolute factor of business valuation model with the
use of the algorithm given in the formula (18).
At the fourth stage the factors are ranged by value
. A factor that has the highest value of
has the greatest
influence since its share in the aggregate amount of absolute factors influence is maximum. When managing
business value, enterprise’s management should primarily give attention to such factors, since deviation of this
factor from planning value leads to business value significant deviation.
Within the 5th stage most significant absolute factors for business value formation are selected. Such factors are
called Value Key Factors (VKF). As a rule, in managing such situations the Pareto principle is used, i.e. 20% of
factors that exercise 80% of influence in the aggregate sum of influence are selected:

,

(19)

where P—the number of factors having the greatest influence.
The mechanism is implemented at the stages 3’-5’ in a similar way to the stages 3-5 for relative factors of
business value.
At the 6th stage a list of value key factors is made. It’s a target list and allows management to concentrate their
management actions (planning, monitoring, motivation, etc.) when managing corporation value.
Above all, the mechanism represented allows ranging factors by the degree of corporation value sensitivity to
their change. Threshold value for sorting factors into important and not important, subject and not subject to
management is determined for each specific corporation individually by its management.
4. Discussion
The research results given in the paper are of methodological importance in the field of corporation value
management and its formation mechanisms investigation. Findings extend opportunities for valuation, analysis
and management of nonpublic corporations’ value.
Based on the developed mechanism of distinguishing nonpublic corporation value key factors for Ardatovsky
svetotehnichesky zavod JSC (Russia), results are published in Kaluzhskikh’s, Spitsyna’s work. Table of factors
impact degree based on valuation model coefficients as of 01.01.2013 was the following (Tables 3, 4).
Table 3. Analysis of absolute factors impact degree
Factor

Value

Comment

1.00

Sensitivity coefficient is 1. Therefore, when changing capital by 1 rouble
company value changes by 1 rouble.

EVA2013

0.85

Sensitivity coefficient is 0.85. Therefore, when changing EVA in 2013 by 1
rouble, company value changes by 0.85 rouble.

EVA2014

0.72

Sensitivity coefficient is 0.72. Therefore, when changing EVA in 2014 by 1
rouble, company value changes by 0.72 rouble.

EVA2015

4.00

Sensitivity coefficient is 4. Therefore, when changing EVA in 2015 by 1 rouble,
company value changes by 4 rouble.

Invested
(IC)

capital
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Table 4. Analysis of relative factors impact degree
Factor

Value

Comment

Discount rate (r )

-0.6 %

When increasing discount rate by 1% company value decreases
by 0.6%

Sustainable growth rate
(g)

0.26 %

When changing rate of growth by 1% company value
by 0.26%

changes

According to the mechanism of distinguishing value key factors at the next stage, it’s necessary to evaluate
factors having the greatest influence on corporation final value (Tables 5-6).
Table 5. Analysis of absolute factors impact degree
Factor

Value

Evaluation
degree,

Invested capital (IC)

1.00

0.152

EVA2013

0.85

0.129

EVA2014

0.72

0.110

EVA2015

4.00

0.609

of

influence

Table 6. Analysis of relative factors impact degree
Factor

Value

Evaluation
degree,

Discount rate (r )

-0.6 %

0.698

Sustainable growth
rate (g)

0.26 %

0.302

Thus, invested capital (
indicators and discount rate r (
company value most.

and EVA in post-forecast period (

of

influence

in the group of absolute

in the group of relative indicators are key factors that influence

When implementing the mechanism represented in the research it is important to take into account short-term
nature of results obtained based on differentiation methods application. In other words, when calculating
nonpublic corporation value in the next period it’s necessary to analyze key factors for newly obtained valuation
model and repeat implementing the mechanism. Differentiation methods prevent from obtaining long-term
results.
Given this, it should be noted that the set of key indicators for the 1st level factors will be the same, i.e. such
factors as invested capital, EVA in post-forecast period, and also discount rate will be always the most influential.
Changes will affect only numerical value of impact degree. Given this, for the factors of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order
the set of value key factors will be fundamentally different depending on model parameters value.
An important task is development of evaluation model of impact degree for key factors of the 2nd, 3rd orders of
business valuation model based on income approach using economic value added indicator. Taking into account
existence of low-and middle-level management apart from top management, it’s also necessary to attach
priorities to them concerning management decision making, namely: to detect what factor of their management
activity influences enterprise operation efficiency main criterion—business value—most.
Moreover, it’s necessary to study the following interesting problem aspects revealed following the results of
carried out work:
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- Development of a mechanism of comparison between significance, relative and absolute factors impact degree
of corporation valuation model;
- Development of a mechanism of evaluation of change in factor dynamics, i.e. its change significance to
corporation final value;
- If we talk about the factors of the 4th level, in the framework of process approach to corporation management
it’s necessary to carry out studies with regard to individual business branches operation specific features and
corresponding value factors, since their composition will be different for enterprises of different branches of
economy;
- It’s necessary to range factors of sensitivity for corporations from various branches of economy for the purpose
of revealing branch trends, and also evaluation general set of most significant factors for world value system;
- To carry out comparative analysis of data on corporation valuation model sensitivity to its separate factors
obtained by the method of differentiation to statistic analysis results.
- To decompose such factors of the 1st order as discount rate and rate of business sustainable growth, which
demonstrated specific significance when carrying out quantitative calculations.
5. Conclusions
In the context of carried out research the mechanism of distinguishing key factors of nonpublic corporation value
based on economical and mathematical modeling of evaluation of each of factors degree of impact on final value,
developed by means of differentiating the model by each factor.
Distinguishing business key factors is especially important for enterprise’s management since it allows
determining operation indicators requiring for special consideration, developed plan of strategic and tactical
management actions, activities regarding indicators achievement motivation, means of operational, final
monitoring. Making a list of value key factors allows focusing enterprise’s heads’ efforts on most important
indicators.
The research provided us with the following findings:
• Direct comparison of model absolute and relative indicators appeared incorrect when shifting to quantitative
calculations. That’s why the mechanism of distinguishing value key factors has branching at the 3rd stage;
• Value of economic value added in the last year of forecast period is of critical importance when managing
corporation value since it’s a basic value for terminal value computation. In other words, importance of
corporation ability to generate steady income in the longer term is quantitatively confirmed once again;
• Discount rate is of critical importance when managing corporation value, i.e. corporation risk management
system, corporation capital value optimization as factors influencing discount rate are important.
The research results given in the paper are of methodological importance in the field of corporation value
management and its formation mechanisms investigation.
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